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01. JACUZZI FITTINGS IN FRONT OF MAST PLUS SURROUND 

New spa integration, on the sun deck in front of the funnel:

- Supply of a new spa (9 persons, colour white)  
- Removal of forward structure & all redundant gears 
- New bulwark structure  
- Piping network / pumps support & installation  
- Electrical cabling network  
- Deck aluminium structure built to raise the walking way deck starting after funnel side inspection hatches  
- Funnel forward locker hatch was shortened and frame was raised at the new deck level  
- Integration of aluminium steps to access the spa  
- Manufacturing and installation of hand rail S/S 316L highly polished for the steps  
- Lockers & hatches with flush deck latch x4 units  
- New teak decking on the steps & walk away  
- Screen made in Perspex secured with S/S 316L highly polished poles  
- Top coating  
- New Cushions & covers / 1 set of covers  
- New Custom cover for spa 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - FORWARD
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01. JACUZZI FITTINGS IN FRONT OF MAST PLUS SURROUND (Continued) 

Jacuzzi specification: 

-Constructed of acrylic  / 3000mm diameter / 18 nozzles 
- 9-person capacity  
- 2000ltr water capacity  
- Commercial grade quality, marine spec and high end hotel spa use  
- Main drain point fitted  
- All functions controlled marine grade solenoids  
-Digital controls, marine grade exposure rating 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - FORWARD
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01. JACUZZI FITTINGS IN FRONT OF MAST PLUS SURROUND (Continued)

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - FORWARD
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01. JACUZZI FITTINGS IN FRONT OF MAST PLUS SURROUND (Continued)

B E F O R E A F T E R

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - FORWARD
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02. SUN DECK SPA UMBRELLA 

Manufacturing of 2 aluminium bases fitted to the spa forward bulwark 

- Bases bolted to the deck and welded to the bulwark at the penetration points  
- Installation of delerin sleeves to fit inside the base cylinders  
- New Bases fitted with drain at the bottom of them  
- New Drains directed into existing gutters  
- Modification to the umbrellas feet poles (extended the length)  
- Installation of Girasole evolution in double rotation system, canopy 
multivalvola system  
- Frame sticks finished in anodized aluminium and supports in polished 
stainless steel  

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - FORWARD
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03. SUN DECK AFT SAFETY RAIL

Stainless steel stanchions

- 10 new stanchions in bright polished stainless steel, ø33.7 fitted with base with the same 
angle as bulwark  

Textile strip

- New 8.50 linear meters long and 40 centimetres high strip in sunbrella textile grid  
- Dynema rope stiffener on top of the structure  
- Bungee cord fasteners on the bottom 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK -  AFT
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04. SUN DECK AFT EXTERIOR BULWARK

- New PVC strip
- Installation of 7.10 linear meters long and 60 cm high strip in white Stamoid PVC  
- Rope and fasteners to fix the strip 

05. SUN DECK AFT SEATING AREA HATCH

- Installation of a new hatch on sundeck aft  1200 mm x 650 mm hatch
- Reinforcement of the structure  
- New U shape gutter with drain welded around the cut out  
- New hatch fitted with U shape profile to fit a gasket, and fixing points for rams and stainless steel hinges  
- Stainless steel hinges fitted and closing system  
- Fairing and painting treatment 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK -  AFT
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06. SUN DECK AFT AWNING  

Three new stainless steel bases secured on the existing crane 
bases 

- Manufacturing of 1 aluminium base secured to the deck and 
welded to the bulwark (location port side forward) aluminium 
cylinder with Delerin sleeve fitted to the base  
- Teak arrangement made around new aluminium unit  
- 4 Poles internally fitted with pulley system in order to put the 
awning in tension easily  
- Manufacturing and supply of 4 lids once poles in position  
- Manufacturing of an awning black perforated (Soltis 86) 
- Supply and installation of the awning using dynema ropes – 5 
fixing points was used (4 poles and 1 point in funnel) 

07. BRIDGE DECK AFT AWNING   

Manufacture of a black awning as per white existing model 

- Dimension of the awning 6,5 x 6,7 m  
- New Awning fabric black perforated (Soltis 86)  
- 8 fastening points in stainless steel  
- Dynema ropes stiffener installed in the middle axis of the 
awning 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK -  AFT
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08. SPEAKER FRAMES ON SUN DECK

Installation of 8 securing frames for speakers on sun deck aft and funnel seating area  

- Cutting out to enlarge the existing spaces  
- New 8 aluminium frames 
- Mounting and installation of the speakers to the frames  

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - AFT
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09. SUNDECK PORTSIDE AIR DUCTING BOXING UNIT 

New teak top, mounted on top of existing ducting boxing (3900x700 mm) 

- Teak top as per deck layout surrounded by marine boards 
- Teak thickness 12mm  
- Glued in place of the teak top 

10. SUNDECK PORTSIDE AIR DUCTING BOXING UNIT 

Manufacturing of 4 x boxes 1500 x 700 x 700 centimetres installed on the existing old davit’s crane bases 

- Boxes structure was made out of marine plywood  
- Hatch of boxes was finished with 10 mm teak and same layout as the deck teak and black caulking  
- Hatch in 2 sections one section fixed position (awning poles)  
- Piano stainless steel hinges fitted 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - AFT
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11. SUN DECK BULWARK 

Manufacturing & installation of new bulwark in order to replace the existing 
folding stations

- Aluminium steel work & welding of new pieces of bulwark 2 x 9 linear meters 
on each side  
- New stanchions made in 16l s/s tub as per existing on aft section 2 x 13 
linear meters  
- Manufacturing & installation of 24 linear meter of new teak capping rail as 
per profile with s/s flat bar  
- Fairing painting of new bulwarks as per existing tint and Awlgrip 
specifications  
- New aluminium plates x 4 (660 x 1500 mm) to cover the davit’s crane 
foundations  
- Drill and threads as necessary M8 holes in order to use counter sunk bolts to 
secure the plates 

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - BULWARK
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11. SUN DECK BULWARK (Continued)

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - BULWARK
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11. SUN DECK BULWARK (Continued)

SANOO REFIT 
SUN DECK - BULWARK
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12. UPPER DECK  VERANDA: 

-Refurbishing of existing furniture 

13. UPPER DECK AFT: 

-New outdoor sofa cushions and refurbishing of furniture. 

Manufacture of a new table on upper deck: 

New Table top:  

- Table top in marine plywood and teak  
- Dimensions: 1200 mm long x 700 mm large x 60mm thickness  
- Rounded corners  
- 10 mm thick surrounding moulding  
- Anti-rolling system  
- Satin varnished teak finishing  

Stainless steel legs:  

- Custom made legs in 316l stainless steel. 
- 114mm external Ø  /Overall height 900mm  
- Fixing rings under the table top, 260mm Ø and 5 mm thick  
- 200mm high deck mounting bases  
- Nylon rings to facilitate dismantling 

SANOO REFIT 
UPPER DECK
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14. FORE DECK CRANE:  FEEBE 

- SWL Upgrade to 1750kgs 
- Cable upgrade to 14mm 
- Cylinder upgrade

SANOO REFIT 
FORE DECK - ENGINEERING
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14. FORE DECK CRANE (Continued)

Installation of a new davit / mast class approved on the fore deck 

- Reinforcement underneath the deck, replacement of the existing steel deck plate by a thicker steel plate of 12mm. 
- Additional teak removal  
- Removal of existing electric cable run, electric devises and pumps control unit 
- Cut out of the existing man hole fore peak access  
- Removal of 2 bollards bases in way of the new plate  
- Manufacturing of 2x new bollards bases (insert sleeves was machined as per existing construction)  
- Supply and shape a grade A 12mm marine steel plate 52 m  
- Welding in place of the new plate & bollards bases  
- Welding back in place the removed existing man hole  
- NDT test  
- Internal paint treatment  
- Running of new cable, and the existing cable and mounting back of the different electric units previously removed
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15. FORE DECK STAINLESS STEEL WORK 

Foredeck Vents

- Manufacture of a new flange in order to offset the vent pipe  
- Manufacture of new stainless steel pipe shaped as per the forward ones  
- Supply of Lloyd’s approved stainless steel vents check valves 5”  
- Installation on board of the new vents 

SANOO REFIT 
FORE DECK - VENTS

Stainless steel box for crane controls

- Removal of existing steel boxes where the windlass controls are located  
- Manufacture of 2 new stainless steel boxes  
- Finishing as per yachting standard finish  
- New boxes were mounted on existing stands 



SANOO REFIT 
MAIN DECK- BULWARK
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16. WELDING OF 3 BULWARK DOORS 

Removal of existing 3 x bulwark doors & fittings 

- Manufacture & installation 3x pieces of bulwark as per existing one to replace doors  
- Steel work & welding’s of new pieces of bulwarks  
- Repair & painting of old hinges / fittings support  
- Fairing painting of new bulwarks as per existing tint  
- Stainless steels bars & stanchion as per existing one  
- New teak capping rails & scarf joints  
- Teak planking replacement where necessary (hot work)  
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17.  CLOSING OFF 6 OPENINGS IN MAIN DECK BULWARK 

- Removal of the tender whips support  
- Removal of the log surrounding the existing opening 
- Supply and manufacturing of the blanking plates  
- Welding in place of the blanking plates: 3 on port-side, 3 on starboard 

SANOO REFIT 
MAIN DECK- BULWARK
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18. SWIM PLATFORM ACCESS GATE 

Installation of a stainless-steel gate including hinges and locking system in 
order to secure the access to the stairs of the swim platform 

- Manufacturing of a stainless-steel frame with round tubes finish polished as 
per yacht standard  
- Supply of a plexiglass plate inserted in the gate and secured with stainless 
steel glass clamps  
- Placement of new hinges  
- Placement of a locking system

19. TEAK WORK: 

- Area cleaned, built ins removed and refurbished. 
- All wood was striped back and lightened. 
- New lighting installed. 
- Varnish removed from teak ceiling.

SANOO REFIT 
MAIN DECK - AFT
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20. COVERS MADE FOR PORT AND STARBOARD 
FUELLING STATION 

Blanking of existing opening and rerouting of points 
for fuel & lube oil in the bulwark by the stairs  

- Manufacturing of 2 metal plates, welded in place to 
blank the top side recess  
- NDT test on welds  
- Fairing & painting  
- Inner bulwark teak capping rail section of one 
meter was removed prior to welding  
- Manufacturing and installation of 2 new section of 
capping rail 

SANOO REFIT 
MAIN DECK
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21. AFT FUEL AND WATER BUNKERING RELOCATION 

- Removal of existing pipe section from outside stern bulwark into inside 
bulwark deck 
- Lowering of the pipe as much as possible on main deck level  
- Reinstallation of the existing lids  
- Manufacturing and welding in place of 2 steel grade A inserts to blank the 
holes left by the removal of the pipes  
- Painting and fairing as per Awlgrip specification  
- Reconnecting of piping with new gaskets  

SANOO REFIT 
MAIN DECK - AFT
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22. TEAK SANDING 

Sanding of the teak deck with grit 60 and finish with grit 80  
Light sanding with only finishing grit on the following 
areas: 

SANOO REFIT 
ALL DECKS

- Fore deck  
- Main deck                          
- Sun deck 
- Stairs
- Upper deck
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SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - OWNER’S CABIN

23. OWNER’S CABIN: 

-Removal of cabinetry from forward end, repainting, lighting changed to LED.  
-Refurbishing of cabin: 
-Opening of a cupboard (bed), manufacturing of 2 wooden supports for speakers in teak , piece varnished and replaced in 
situ. 
-New Master Mattress "Flex Supreme" Tempur Pedic with lift mechanism installed. 
-New full set of linens ‘Hampton Court’ by Schweitzer Linens NY.

Her and His Bathroom: 

-New cabinetry designed. 
-Supply and installation of 2 new bidets 
-Installation of new cold and hot water copper piping system and new PVC drain piping system 

Her and His Dressing Room:  

-Creation of entirely new walk in closets and wardrobes. 
-Entire walk in dressing rooms designed, made and installed by Oldenburger. Wall to lounge added to convert existing space 
into a full walk -in wardrobe area, complete with  cabinetry and inside- lit wardrobes created. 
-Mirrored cabinets under sink in bathroom designed,  made and installed by Oldenburger 
-Biometric Safes installed in His and Her Dressing. 

24. OWNER’S LOUNGE: 

- Two new Armchairs "Archibald" by Poltrona Frau in Century Leather 
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26. FURNITURE IN MAIN SALON & TABLEWARE  

- Extension of the existing furniture on starboard side where the piano used to be  
-New varnished oak piece of furniture, dimensions 134cm x 61cm x 86 cm with 3400mm high doors, oak interior shelves and 
fittings
-New full dining set ‘Babele Blu’ by Richard Ginori 
-New full silverware set ‘Alt- Spaten’ by Robb & Berking

SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - MAIN DECK SALON

25. MAIN DECK SALON   

-Removal of all wooden shutters (from all windows throughout) New drapery treatment. Lighting changed over to LED 
Cabinetry reworked on portside (AC large control box removed and routing moved into the study cupboard. , Refinishing and 
refitting of bar area with  ice maker , new sink and hardware. New built in banquette. Removal of old speakers and addition of  
new sound system. 
-New Furniture and carpeting, including two new Chester Moon sofas (3-meter long) & customised vachette leather 
upholstery in Panda Bianco.  
-Corner Sofa in main salon entirely reupholstered in white leather
-Main salon round dining table "M" by Mangiarotti
-All blinds and curtains replaced: motorised and crestron compatible

27. MAIN BAR SALON  

-Replacement of old altuglass shelves for glass and bottles in lounge and bar main salon 
-Re-upholstering of all 4 bar stools in dark chocolate leather.
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28. BOUDOIR BATHROOM CUPBOARD 

Replacement of bathroom cupboard in boudoir bathroom cabinet

EXTERIOR : -4 mirror doors with pushlock opening sysem and  Laminated wood 9001 frame.  
INTERIOR : - laminated wood white 9001. 3 adjustable shelves and removable  back- wall for drain access. 

SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR -  BATHROOMS

29. SAFETY GLASS IN 3x BATHROOMS WITH BRASS 

- Supply and installation of x3 5mm thick safety glass, dimensions 140cm x 40cm with brass fixing feet 
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SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - BOARD ROOM

30. BOARD ROOM  REDESIGN 
- Room redesigned including: ceiling- installation of backlit barisol and new lighting. 
- Crestron system installed. 
- Removal of glass doors to hallway and addition of soundproof sliding doors.
- Refurbishment of aft wall with soundproofing material and inclusion of 
teleconferencing, whiteboard video screen. 

31. BOARD ROOM  CARPENTRY WORK 

- Restoration of wood cabinetry and leather tops added. 
- Flooring removed and replaced
- Machining a groove into existing wooden deck to run electrical cables  
- Installation of 2 plinths at the bottom of the TV wall and fall in 2 holes on the opposite 
wall in the existing plinth where cables have been run  
-Tinting and varnishing 
-Aft and forward portside mirrors replaced
-Added wall covering for XXL smart screen

32. SOUNDPROOF SLIDING DOORS FOR BOARD ROOM 

- Removal of the 2 existing sliding doors with mirrors  
- New sliding doors2 x 40mm thick, 250cm x 200cm high in teak plated plywood (no 
mouldings or mirrors) 
- IsoPhonic insulation of the inner structure with rubber based synthetic material 
- Finishing with glossy varnish 
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34. REMOVAL OF CABINET AND REINSTALLATION OF 3X SPEAKER IN BOARD ROOM 

- Removal of 3 wooden top panels in order to remove the speaker case in the cupboards  
- Reinstallation of the panel once the speakers are out 

33. NEW FURNITURE IN BOARDROOM 

-New office chairs x 5 "Humanscale" in soft "Bizon Twilight" leather by Freedom
-New Square Marble table "Diamond" by Molteni with white Carrara Marble top and 
polished aluminium legs
-New cashmere Sofa inspired by Florence Knoll
-All blinds and curtains replaced: motorised and crestron compatible 

SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - BOARD ROOM
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35. BOLON FLOORS    

Removal of existing floor, replaced by Bolon installed in board room, lower guest hallway and all lower guest cabins: 

- Lower staircase: (11 steps)  
- Lower deck guest cabins (4 x guest cabins)  
- Lower deck guest corridor  
- Study 

SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - LOWER DECKS
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36. GUEST CABINS 

- New wardrobe in VIP guest cabin:  Closure of 2 doweled cupboard panels using superimposed 3mm thick plywood panels 
(dimension 2 x 1 m x 400 mm) 
-2 soft leather dolly chairs in VIP cabin. 
-New ELSAFE Infinity II safes inserted in all guest room closets 
-New full set of linens for all guest cabins by Frette. 
-New beddings for all guest cabins. 
-New guest bath and beach towels

SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - GUEST CABINS

37. MIRRORS  

- Removal of two silver glass mirrors (dimensions 115cm x 103cm) removal of the clamping rails and varnished teak checking 
glued on the mirrors  
- Installation of 2 new silver glass mirrors  
- Replacement of the teak mirror plinths  
- Varnishing of the teak mirror plinth by spray process 
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SANOO REFIT 
INTERIOR - GYM

38. GYM 

Existing room re-designed into a gym. Walls were mirrored, new boxing created out of equipment for sauna, new flooring and 
gym equipment installed.

Gym floor reinforcement by adding a 5mm thick steel plate 

- Root out existing flooring of 5mm to integrate a steel plate which sit flush with existing flooring  
- Cut out a 2300 x 1200 mm steel plate with a thickness of 5 mm. Shape it so that it follows the sauna machinery cabinet 
- Glue and screw in place the steel plate 

39. GYM 

Gym cabinet removal floor repair & sauna machinery hiding 

Removal of the existing cabinet hiding the machinery for the sauna 
- The existing cupboard was shortened as much as possible to match with new depth of the air handling unit 
- Repair of the floor where the cabinetry was removed as per existing floor  
- Removal of the machinery and piping  
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40. UNDERWATER HULL TREATMENT 

- High pressure wash down of the hull  
- Bow thruster compartment opened & sea inlet grill / put in place
- Scrapping 10% of surface  
- Touching up anti-corrosive 10% of surface  
- Application of two full coats of antifouling on the underwater hull  
- Application of one additional coats of antifouling on water line down to 1m
- Blade brushed and the 3 propellers cleaned 

SANOO REFIT 
HULL
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ENGINEERING
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41. SHORE POWER 

The existing shore power converter was replaced by a ASEA 
AC90 (x2) version. 

- Removal of old shore transformer  
- Removal of all redundant materials & cabling  
- Manufacturing & installation of new support / framing for 
the new units  
- Supply & installation of the new units  
- Cabling of the new units  
- Supply & cabling of the Modbus driver  
- Paint treatment 
- Supply & installation of new drivers 
- Supply of new shore power cable (50m) with 04 different 
tails (cable 3 x 50mm2 + earth).  4x tails with 125 amps plugs /
1x tails with bear end 

All works carried out to Lloyd’s compliance



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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42. CLEANING OF ENGINE & GENERATOR EXHAUST FUNNELS 

-Cleaning by mechanical brushing the inside of both main 
engine & generator exhaust funnels, checked by camera 

- Supply of new custom made high temperature gaskets 



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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43. GENERATOR EXHAUST AFTER TREATMENT 

-Supply and installation of a Zenoro dual exhaust after 
treatment type small 2-2-50 on one of the existing generators 

-Supply of a Zenoro dual exhaust after treatment type small 
2-2-50 electric catalyser 

-Catalyser installation and exhaust piping modification 



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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44. SOUNDPROOF TANK TOP AND BILGE AREA 

-Supply and application of Soundac damping paste and perforated steel plate 
on the aft guest area tank top and lazarette bilge area 

-Tank top: 90m2 was covered with Soundac PU -d20 + 2mm perforated plate 

- Bilge area: 80 m2 was covered with Soundac PU – d30 + 2mm perforated plate 



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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45. ESCAPE HATCH MASTER CABIN & FORWARD AREA 

- Supply & installation of the escape hatches  
- Internal & external paint treatment on prep surfaces 
surrounding hatches  
- Supply & installation of retractable ladders  
- Linking of escape hatch drain to existing drain 
- Deck heads modification on owner cabin straight to the escape 
hatches with quick release  
- Wire to bridge to allow indication for hatch opening  



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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46. SANITARY WORKS

- Forward & Aft grey water tank sand blasting. 
- Thickness measurements report carried out. 
- Black water tank cleaned 

MARPOL certificate issued

47. FORWARD & AFT GREY WATER HOT WORK

Upon recommendation of Lloyd’s surveyor:  Steel plates replaced 

Aft tank: 

- Installation of extraction inside the tank, between top tank and floor deck  
- Cut out of section located by Lloyd’s surveyor  
- Welding in place of new plate grade A 8mm thick by full penetration (welding process made in compliance with the 
classification rules) 

Forward tank: 

Increase of the side of  2 side existing breaches in order to allow to handle the big size metal plates inside  
- Cut out all the sections located by Lloyd’s Surveyor  
- Welding in place of new plate grade A 8mm thick by full penetration (welding process made in compliance with the 
classification rules)  
- NDT carried out on welding  (welding process made in compliance with the classification rules)
- Increase of the size of the port and starboard breaches (900 x 600mm)  
- Full replacement of the tank top plate thickness 6 mm 4000 x 1200 mm 
- Removal of existing filling and suction pipes and gauges level sensors



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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48. FORWARD & AFT GREY WATER HOT WORK (Continued) 

Forward bulkhead 
- Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 4000 x 2000mm  

Intermediate bulkhead 
- Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 4000 x 2000mm  

Aft bulkhead  
- Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 4000 x 2000mm  

Longitudinal port bulkhead  
- Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 1000 x 1500mm  

Longitudinal starboard bulkhead  
-Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 1000 x 1500mm

Longitudinal port center bulkhead  
- Full replacement of the bulkhead, plate thickness 8 mm 1000 x 2000mm

Upon completion: Gamma rays and air pressure tests on Grey water and Fuel tanks carried out. 
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49. STABILIZER UNIT SERVICE

- Removal of the cylinder pins  
- Dismantling of the cylinders on board  
- Dismantling of the tiller arm  
- Replacement of the tiller arm  
- Replacement of the cylinder  
- Replacement of cylinder pins  
- Inspection of the flexible hoses  
- Replacement of the check valves and by pass valve 

- Replacement of the rod and piston seals  
- Control of the tube, rod, piston, etc.  
- Re-chroming of the piston rods  
- Reassembly of the cylinders
- Replacement of the flexible hoses of the cylinders on both side  
- Supply of two pressure filter elements  
- Supply of return filter elements  
- Replacement of the plate FAS attachment 
- Pressure and adjustment test 
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50. STABILIZER NOISE SUPPRESSORS

Installation of noise suppressors to reduce hydraulic noise 
from pumps of the stabilizers power pack  
Installation of new flexible hoses 

Improvement of the mounting system:  

In order to avoid the “hydraulic noise” to spread from hydraulic 
pipes to the structure, improvement of the mounting system of 
the pipes is done by replacing them with models fitted with 
rubber sleeves 

- Removal of existing brackets
- Replacement of the rod and piston seals
- Modification of the support  
- Installation of new upgraded anti- vibration brackets 



SANOO REFIT 
ENGINEERING
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51. UPGRADE FAN COIL IN SKY DINING AREA 

Replacement of two original slim line fan coils located in the deck head by 4 upgrade units to sufficiently cope with the 
glazed area: 

All units mounted with isolation valves for chilled water both on the inlet and outlet side ducting to reduce air flow noise as 
much as possible  

- Removal of existing units  
- Supply and installation of 4 new units  
- Supply and installation of valves on both inlet and outlets  
- 6 bar pressure tested of chilled water supply before new units fitted  
- Electrical works to fit thermostats power termination  
- Reinstallation of deck heads 

52. AC. HEATING SYSTEM 

Supply and addition into existing chilled water system a boiler of 18KW, L x 460mm and approximatively 500mm diameter 
with its control units  

Supports to secure the boiler, 2 x 3 way valves fitted and 1 x water accumulator 
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53. REFRIGERATION PIPING MANFOLD MODIFICATION 

Modification to the existing manifold in order to be able to isolate each condenser to make cleaning circulation 

- Removal of existing manifold  
- Supply of 4x stainless steel 316l ball valves 1” ½
- Modification to manifold in work shop to add 4 stainless steel ball valves  
- Replacement of the existing Straub  
- Put back in place the modified manifold  
- Welding of connectors on the 4 back plate flanges of the condensers supplied by the yacht 
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54. FIXED FIRE SYSTEM FOR GALLEY FRYERS 

Supply and installation of a K15 galley fire suppression system

Designed to distribute a wet chemical fire suppressant through a single nozzle located directly above the deep fat fryer at a 
height of between 1m/1.2m 

- 380 x 250 mm diameter  
- Detection is via 135° Fenwal heat detector within canopy directly above fryer  
- Automatic activation via a heat detector & fire control panel  
- Manual activation is via a push button / break glass  
- 200 – 250 VAC 50/60 Hz main with battery back up  
- All external field circuits are monitored for fault & open circuits
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55. RADAR MAGNETRON REPLACEMENT 

On both Sperry radars, replacement of the magnetrons 

- Magnetron replacement on Sperry radar S band  
- Magnetron replacement on Sperry radar X band 

SANOO REFIT 
ELECTRONICS

56. TRANSAS FOR VECTOR CHARTS  

New NAVI SAILOR 4000 ECS basic software with AIS function 

57. ELECTRONICS GYRO 

Simrad gyrocompass option: 

- New Simrad gyro GC80 compact including controller unit and service kit  

NMEA multiplexer: 

- New multiplexer for back up purpose when one gyro is lost
- Compass swing performed during turning around for side changing on May 26th 2017
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SANOO REFIT 
LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES

58. LIFESAVING APPLIANCES    

SERVICING: 

- Fixed co2/ FM200/ Novec installation inspection  
- Fixed co2/ FM200/ Novec installation inspection  
- 2/4 kg co2 fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- 5/6 kg co2 fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- 0/4kg powder fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- 4.5/6 kg powder fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- 6/8 L foam fire extinguisher annual extinguisher  
- 9/10 L foam fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- 40/50 L foam fire extinguisher annual inspection  
- Ba set annual inspection  
- Breathing mask inspection and disinfection  
- High pressure gasket  
- Air cylinder 5/6l 200B inspection and refill  
- Air cylinder 7L 200b inspection and refill  
- 3.0/6L steel cylinder hydro test  
-6.0/9 L steel cylinder hydro test  

___________ 

- Eebd annual inspection  
- Eebd cylinder 3L 200b inspection and refill  
- Immersion suit inspection  
- Inflate lifejacket inspection  
- Foam lifejacket can be visual checked by crew  
- Dan w3 auto lifejacket light 
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SANOO REFIT 
TENDER

59. TENDER CHOCKS   

Manufacture of 2 tender chocks for New 2017 Williams Tender DieselJet 565 Sport 180Hp 

- Chocks setting as low as possible  
- Chocks made out of aluminium and painted in white  
- Manufacturing and installation of a wood trim on the top surface covered with leather and soft under layer 
- Manufacturing of 4 stainless steel sockets integrated in the deck in order to secure the tender chock to the deck 



DISCLAIMER: 
This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information and/ or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure maybe reproduced without written consent from the publisher. 
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